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Weekly Internet Parsha Sheet

Rabbi Wein’s Weekly Blog
JUST CANNOT LET GO

 Ideologies and long-held beliefs die hard, even when they have long 
been surpassed by events and circumstances. Those who believed in 
them and promulgated them find it difficult, if not impossible, to 
adjust to the reality of the current actual situation. There are many 
examples of this present in today's world.
 
There still are anarchists and Marxists in academia and in other 
influential positions. The events of the past century are ignored by 
them and they continue to hold onto the fantasy of some sort of 
perfect world built upon utopian Marxist philosophy. Ignoring facts is 
often a bad habit that affects the intelligentsia and elite amongst us.
 
After twenty years, a case can be made that the Oslo agreements were 
not such a good idea after all. A stronger case can be made regarding 
the withdrawal from Gaza, which was a really very bad idea. Yet the 
ideologues who foisted these very questionable policies upon us 
stubbornly refuse to admit that perhaps they were mistaken. Those 
who desire an illusory peace at almost any price still abound and gain 
great media coverage while continuing to promote ideas that have 
long since become irrelevant and really unimportant.
 
But in the world of the doctrinaire Left (and the doctrinaire Right as 
well,) once a believer will always remain a believer. The recycling of 
past ideas and policies that have been proven by events to have been 
mistaken, only serves to prevent the creation of new ideas and new 
policies that perhaps could help further the current welfare of our 
country and the world at large.
 
In the United States we are witness to the fact that the Democratic 
Party simply cannot accept the fact that it was defeated in the last 
presidential election. Mrs. Clinton continues to campaign and to 
blame her defeat upon everyone besides herself. Time and effort are 
being spent on issues that are not relevant to the welfare and future of 
the United States but rather, are purely political in nature and partisan 
in their presentation.
 
Donald Trump was not elected by Vladimir Putin. He was elected by 
the disgruntled voters of Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio and Florida. 
Recognizing this and internalizing these results will allow the 
Democrats to move forward and be a constructive force in the 
American political process. But the idea that Mrs. Clinton was entitled 
to win and should have won dies very hard.
 
Events must somehow be wrong and reversible if they do not fit into 
the preconceived notions of the pundits and experts. After all, how can 
it be that all of the smart and beautiful people amongst us should been 
mistaken on such an important issue as electing a president of the 
United States of America? The unwillingness to let go creates 
enormous problems for a country that is already beset with major 
difficulties. The public interest would seem to demand that the 
election results of November 2016 already be laid to rest. But the 
losers just can't let go.
 
There was a rally last week in Barclay Center in Brooklyn – it is the 
home arena of the Brooklyn Nets professional basketball team – 
regarding the drafting of Charedim into the IDF. The rally was 
sponsored by certain extremist groups in the camp of Orthodox Jewry 
both in Israel and the United States. It costs a lot of money to lease the 
Barclay Center for such an event, but money is no object when 
religious ideology is being promoted.
 
The rally turned into an anti-Zionist forum and predictably became an 
anti-Israel gathering as well. The struggle of Zionism and the Jewish 
world was perhaps a valid and understandable one a century ago. It 
has no validity or reality in today's world. Opposing the Jewish state 
today is tantamount to opposing the survival and welfare of the Jewish 
people as a whole.

 
The mainstream of charedi Judaism here in Israel participates in the 
state, in its government and its political and social life. It is slowly 
undergoing a change that will eventually bring it into the economic 
cycle of Israeli society. Accompanying this is a small, gradual trickle 
of charedi participation in registering and accepting service in the 
IDF. This is a very complicated and sensitive issue and both sides are 
aware of the difficulties involved. Nevertheless, the issue is being 
addressed in different ways and mainly under the radar of public 
media.
 
Those who cannot relinquish the ideologies of a century ago and have 
made them religious principles, do themselves and the Jewish people 
as a whole a great disservice. They also have to learn to just let go.
Shabbat shalom
Berel Wein

Rabbi Wein’s Weekly Blog
KORACH

It is always astounding to see and realize how ego, turf and ambition 
can blind even great people who are otherwise wise and even pious 
personalities. Human society suffers greatly from this phenomenon 
and religious society is not exempt from its erroneous consequences. 
In fact, religious society is more susceptible to these ills simply 
because character failings can be wrapped in piety with the excuse 
that one is doing God’s will.
 
A holy cause that is contaminated by human weaknesses, political 
ambition, monetary gain and smug self-righteousness is no longer a 
holy cause. The problem with so-called holy causes is that those who 
support them feel justified to use any means whatsoever to attempt to 
gain their ends. Forgery, violence and all sorts of zealotry are all 
permissible in order to advance the cause being espoused.
 
And the irony and tragedy of the situation is that those who resort to 
these means cannot in any way see the desecration of the very 
holiness that they are attempting to represent, that their behavior and 
tactics always engender. While allegedly speaking in the name of 
God, their actions and behavior blacken his holy name, so to speak, in 
the eyes and minds of the general population.
 
Korach is convinced that God is on his side and therefore his behavior 
towards Moshe, reprehensible as it may be, is justified and even 
necessary. In his hubris of imagined holiness he mistakes in his own 
personal ambition for somehow being the will of God. This leads to 
his eventual destruction and demise.
 
One of the inner plagues of religious Jewish society today, as in the 
past, is that religious zealotry knows no limits. It can defame Moshe 
with impunity, undermine legitimate religious and halachic authority, 
and justify any and all behavior no matter how tawdry and even 
illegitimate it may be. Unfortunately there are many examples of this 
attitude exhibited daily in our broader community.
 
There are issues and policies that are clearly outside the realm of 
Jewish law that are elevated immediately into being regarded as 
pillars of faith and issues of halacha. And once so elevated, then there 
is no room for rational reasoning or the wisdom of compromise and 
harmony. In a Jewish world that faces so many vital issues of 
overwhelming importance, most of the controversies that spark so 
much divisiveness in today’s religious Jewish society are not those 
upon which the eternity of Torah and Israel depend.
 
This was also one of the failings of Korach, who took a personal and 
certainly secondary issue of station and leadership and elevated it into 
a dispute that involved all of the Jewish people wrongly and 
unnecessarily. These types of troublemakers amongst us should be 
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shunned and ignored. Even arguing with them feeds their egos and in 
their eyes, advances their cause.
 
Perhaps that is the reason that Korach and his crew were swallowed 
up by the earth so that no martyrdom or memorial would remain for 
others to emulate or imitate.
Shabbat shalom
Rabbi Berel Wein

The Choice of Measuring Rods Makes a BIg Difference
by Jonathan Rosenblum
             
Whenever I am asked to provide an overview of the chareidi 
community for those coming from outside, I always begin by stressing 
the central value around which chareidi life is organized: the primacy 
of Torah learning.

As I was preparing such a speech this week, it suddenly occurred to 
me that there are several different measuring rods that might be used 
to determine the importance of Talmud Torah in our community and 
to mark changes over time. For instance, one could simply use the 
numbers of those learning in yeshivot or kollelim as the key measure.

Or one might attempt to make some kind of qualitative assessment 
based on the numbers of outstanding talmidei chachamim being 
produced. A third possibility would be to consider the percentages of 
those born into chareidi homes who remain deeply attached to the 
community and its values, i.e., for whom Torah learning is the 
highlight of their day and who aspire that their sons should be talmidei 
chachamim and their daughters should marry one.

Those are only three possible measures. I'm sure readers could come 
up with many more. But what struck me as I thought about the list is 
that the choice of the measuring rod used, and thus the goal of 
communal policy, can potentially result in very different policy 
choices. Indeed, the goals might, at least in some instances, exist in 
tension with one another.

If the highest communal goal is to produce outstanding talmidei 
chachaimim, it is at least arguable that a greater percentage of 
communal wealth should be directed towards those of proven 
potential at a certain age, even at the cost of fewer yungeleit in kollel. 
Such support was the de facto situation in Eastern Europe, where the 
scholars of the greatest potential were highly sought after spouses for 
the daughters of the very wealthy. If, however, the goal is maximizing 
the numbers of those in kollel, then it makes sense to cut the overall 
kollel pie into more pieces, however small they may be.

One communal imperative based on the qualitative marker would be 
ensuring that there are more positions teaching or as communal 
rabbonim open for the leading young talmidei chachamim – perhaps 
by moving to a system of smaller yeshivos or more shiurim within the 
larger yeshivot – so that exceptional talents do not leave the world of 
full-time learning for other pursuits because they see no future for 
themselves within the world of Torah learning.

Clearly numbers do not translate automatically into quality. In Europe, 
in large part due to the overwhelming poverty, full-time learning was 
primarily an elite activity. Yeshivaleit were often known by the name 
of their hometowns—e.g., the Dohlinover – because there were rarely 
more than one or two talmdim from that town. Baruch Hashem, today 
we can afford to support virtually every young man in full-time 
yeshiva learning until marriage and usually long beyond. But no one 
claims, as far as I know, that we are for that reason producing talmidei 
chachamim of greater stature than in pre-World War I Europe, even 
though there are many times the number of those learning full-time.

The tension between quantity and quality is only one expression of the 
potential conflicts between different goals. If, for instance, the 
maximization of the numbers of those in full-time learning is the goal, 
then it makes sense, at least in the short term, to provide as narrow a 

curriculum as possible so that those raised in the system have few 
options for leaving. And even giving the message, subtly or not-so-
subtly, that anyone who leaves yeshiva or kollel, either because of 
economic pressures or because he no longer feels fuffilled in full-time 
learning for any one of a dozen possible reasons, has failed or even 
betrayed the Olam HaTorah could be justified on the same basis.

But that approach might have implications in terms of both the other 
markers of the centrality of Torah learning. If large numbers of young 
and not so young men remain in institutions of full-time learning only 
because they perceive themselves as having no options, over time they 
cannot help but dilute the intensity of those institutions and constitute 
a drag on those who still feel themselves to be growing and 
flourishing.

And from the point of view of commitment to Torah learning for 
oneself and one's family, negative messages directed at those who 
leave full-time learning can easily become self-fulfilling prophecies 
causing those at whom those messages are directed to feel alienated 
from the Torah community and less subject to its norms. In time, that 
approach could even cause the chareidi community to shrink and have 
a negative impact quantitatively as well.

Some of the quandaries described above may exist only in potential 
and not in actuality. Perhaps there are ways of reconciling different 
goals that my cursory summary has overlooked. And it could be that 
changing circumstances, such as great communal wealth, can mitigate 
the tensions.

My only point is to note how complex matters are, even when there is 
a consensus about the overarching goal of maximizing Torah learning. 
Different Jewish communities have made different decisions over 
time about which measuring rod to emphasize. Differences over the 
measuring rod to be made paramount might even help explain some of 
the bitter divisions in the Israeli chareidi world today.

When considering the complexity of the issues, those of us in the 
bleachers, albeit profoundly affected by the choices made, can only 
rejoice that we have gedolim to weigh all the different factors and 
balance the various goals in the optimal fashion.

Chaverim Means Connected

On a recent drizzly morning in Passaic, I found myself peering 
through the driver's side window of my rental car looking at the car 
keys resting on the floor under the steering wheel. Unfortunately, I 
was unable to retrieve the keys as the door had mysteriously contrived 
to lock itself.

Fortunately, my first appointment wasn't for another hour and was 
well within walking distance. I called the person whom I was 
scheduled to meet and asked him if he could recommend a locksmith. 
Instead he recalled that he has once been helped by an organization 
called Chaverim, previously known to me only through Yisroel 
Besser's account of his misbegotten attempt to show his son that he 
could change a tire on his own.

Within ten minutes, the local Chaverim dispatcher was on the line. 
Shortly thereafter a pleasant young man drove up and proceeded to 
pry open the door with a nifty balloon instrument far enough to allow 
him to hook the keys on a pole and extract them from the car. No 
charge either, though he did hand me an envelope if I wanted to send 
in a contribution, which I most certainly did.
My savior explained that every decent-sized Jewish community on the 
East Coast has such a Chaverim organization. Imagine -- hundreds of 
Jews who volunteer their valuable time to help, inter alia, shlemazels 
like me, who forget to turn off their lights, ignore the gas gauge on the 
dashboard, or never learned to change a tire.

Chaverim brings home the basic truth that wherever a Jew goes he is 
not alone, but is part of a larger community. Chaver, friend, is from 
the language of chibur, connection. We are all connected.
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And that message is a powerful chizuk. The Torah teaches that when a 
dead body is found between two cities, the elders of the nearest city 
must take an oath that they did not spill the blood of the victim. The 
Gemara (Sotah 46b), wonders how the elders could be suspected of 
murder. And it answers that the oath refers to the mitzvah of 
accompanying the sojourner as he departed the city. A failure to do so 
is tantamount to spilling his blood.

From which Chazal derive the principle that one who is accompanied 
as he departs a particular locale will not come to harm. The feeling of 
being cared for by his fellow Jews, even though he may not know 
them personally, strengthens the traveler and protects him on his 
journey.

No question my cheery rescuer left me feeling uplifted and rejoicing 
in being part of Klal Yisrael.

This is the way we salt our meat
By RabbiYirmiyohu Kaganoff

In parshas Korach, the kodoshim part given to the kohanim is referred 
to as a “covenant of salt,” thus providing an opportunity to explain:

Question
"When I shopped in Israel, I noticed that all the chickens were split 
open. I like to roast my chicken whole and stuff the inside, but you 
can't do this once the chicken is split open. When I asked the butcher 
for an explanation, he told me that all the mehadrin hechsherim split 
the chicken open before koshering. What does a split chicken have 
anything to do with kashrus?

Introduction to Meat Preparation
In several places, the Torah proscribes eating blood. Blood is the 
transporter of nutrients to the entire body, and therefore blood must 
flow through all parts on an animal. If so, how can we possibly extract 
the prohibited blood from meat and still have edible meat? 

The Gemara and the halachic authorities provide the guidelines how 
to properly remove the forbidden blood from the allowed meat. The 
process begins during the butchering, when one is required to remove 
certain veins to guarantee that the blood is properly removed (Chullin 
93a; Shulchan Aruch Yoreh Deah 65:1). 

After these veins are removed, there are two methods of extracting the 
blood from the meat. One is by soaking and salting the meat, which is 
what we will discuss in this article. In practical terms, the first 
approach, usually referred to as kashering meat, involves soaking the 
meat for thirty minutes, shaking off the excess water, salting the meat 
thoroughly on all sides, and then placing it for an hour in a way that 
the blood can drain freely. A bird should be placed with its open 
cavity downward so that the liquid drains off as it is koshering, and 
similarly, a piece of meat with a cavity, such as an unboned brisket, 
should be placed with its cavity draining downward. One may stack 
meat that one is koshering as high as one wants, as long as the liquid 
can drain off the meat properly. After the salting is complete, the meat 
is rinsed thoroughly in order to wash away all the blood and salt. The 
poskim instruct that one should rinse the meat three times (Rama, 
Yoreh Deah 69:7). 
Until fairly recently, every Jewish daughter and housewife soaked and 
salted meat as part of regular meal preparation. Today, the koshering 
of meat is usually performed either in the meat processing plant or by 
the butcher. Still every housewife should know how to kasher meat 
before it becomes a forgotten skill, reserved only for the specialist!

Case in point: A talmid of mine is doing kiruv in a community that 
does not have a lot of kashrus amenities, but happens to be near a 
kosher abattoir. Because of necessity, he and his wife are now 
proficient in the practical aspects of koshering their own meat, a skill 
that they were fortunate to learn. 

Another case in point:
I know a very fine Jew who, following guidance of gedolei Yisrael, 
accepted a kabbalah before he married that he would eat meat only 
that was koshered at home. Someone wanted to invite him for a sheva 
berachos and serve him what she prepared for all her guests, but was 
unable to do so because she never learned how to kasher meat. 
(Instead, she prepared him fish.)

For these reasons, when I taught in Beis Yaakov, I made sure that the 
girls knew how to kasher meat, although, frankly, I was quite appalled 
to find out how little they knew about the process. In those days, most 
of their mothers still knew how to kasher meat, but today, even the 
mothers and teachers of Beis Yaakov students no longer necessarily 
know how.

On the other hand, I am reminded of the time some Iranian talmidim 
of Ner Yisrael spent Pesach at a university in Oklahoma to be 
mekareiv Jewish students. Although the students, natives of Shiraz, 
Tehran and other Iranian cities, were no longer observant, they all 
assisted in the koshering of the chickens for the Seder. Every one of 
them remembered exactly how to kasher meat!

Why do we Soak our Meat?
Before addressing the question that I shared in the beginning of our 
article, we need to understand more thoroughly the process of 
koshering meat. The Gemara (Chullin 113a) teaches:

"Shmuel said: The meat does not rid itself of its blood unless it is well 
salted and well rinsed." The Gemara subsequently explains that the 
meat must be rinsed both before the salting and afterwards. We well 
understand why we must rinse away the salt after koshering the meat, 
since it is now full of forbidden blood. But why does one need to rinse 
the meat before koshering the meat? And why emphasize that it must 
be "well rinsed"?

There are actually many different explanations for this law. Here are 
some approaches mentioned by the Rishonim, as explained by the 
master of practical kashrus, the Pri Megadim (in his introduction to 
the laws of salting meat, Second Ikar, s.v. VaAtah):

(1) Soften the Meat
Soaking the meat softens it so that the salt can now remove the blood. 
If the meat is not saturated thoroughly with water, the salt will not 
successfully extract the blood from the hard meat, and the meat 
remains prohibited (Ran). According to this reason, the Gemara's 
instruction that the meat is "well rinsed" requires not simply rinsing 
the surface of the meat, but submerging the meat. The later authorities 
interpret that one should soak the entire meat for a half hour to 
guarantee that it is soft enough for the salt to extract the blood (see 
Darchei Moshe 69:1, as explained by Gr"a, 69:4).

The authorities dispute whether one is required to submerge the entire 
piece of meat. Some contend that if part of the meat remained above 
the water, it will become softened by the water absorption of the lower 
part of the meat (Pischei Teshuvah 69:5). Others maintain that the 
upper part will not soften this way and one must submerge the piece 
of meat entirely (Yad Yehudah, Peirush HaAruch end of 69:10; 
Darkei Teshuvah 69:20).

(2) Remove the Surface Blood
A second approach why the meat must be rinsed well before salting 
contends that one must rinse blood off the surface of the meat because 
otherwise this blood will impede the ability of the salt to remove the 
blood that is inside the meat (Mordechai). This approach, as well as 
all the others that the Pri Megadim quotes, does not require 
submerging the meat, but merely rinsing the surface well. However, 
according to this approach, if the meat was submerged for half an hour 
and then afterwards someone sliced into the meat, one must rerinse 
the area that was now cut. Failure to rerinse the newly cut area will 
result in the salt not removing the blood properly (Pri Megadim)

Case in point:
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Once, when I was inspecting a butcher shop, I observed that after the 
meat was completely soaked, the mashgiach noticed that one piece 
had not been properly butchered – the butcher had failed to remove a 
vein that one is required to remove. The mashgiach took out his knife 
and sliced away the offending vein. Was the butcher now required to 
soak the meat for an additional half hour or was it sufficient to rinse 
the meat before kashering it?

The answer is that one must rinse the newly sliced area well to remove 
any blood, but one is not required to soak the meat for an additional 
half an hour since the meat is now nice and soft and its blood will 
drain out freely.

(3) The Blood will Absorb into the Meat
A third opinion contends that one must rinse the meat before salting it 
because salting meat when there is blood on its surface will cause the 
blood to absorb into the meat. Like the second approach, this opinion 
also believes that the reason meat is rinsed before salting is to remove 
the blood on the surface. However, this opinion holds that not rinsing 
blood off the surface entails a more serious concern. If blood remains 
on the surface of the meat when it is salted, this blood will absorb into 
the meat and prohibit it. Therefore, if someone salted the meat without 
rinsing it off, the meat is now prohibited, and resoaking and resalting 
it will not make it kosher. According to the other reasons we have 
mentioned, one who failed to soak or rinse the meat before salting it 
may rinse off the salt, soak (or rinse) the meat properly and then salt 
it.

The Shulchan Aruch (69:2) rules that if one salts meat without rinsing 
it first, he may rinse off the salt and resalt the meat. The Rama rules 
that one should not use the meat unless it is a case of major financial 
loss.

(4) Moisten the Surface
Another Rishon, the Rosh, contends that the reason why one must 
rinse the meat before salting it is because the salt does not remove the 
blood properly unless the meat surface is moist (Rosh). Although this 
approach may appear similar to the Ran's approach that I mentioned 
first, the Ran contends that the entire piece of meat must be soaked in 
order to soften it so that its blood will be readily extracted, whereas 
the Rosh requires only that the surface be moist at the time of the 
salting. Therefore, the Rosh does not require that the meat be soaked 
at all, certainly not for half an hour. On the other hand, if the meat 
soaked for a half-hour and then was dried or sliced, the Rosh would 
require one to moisten the dry surface so that the salt will work. In this 
last case, the Ran would not require re-rinsing the surface since the 
meat already soaked for half an hour.

In practical halacha, we lechatchilah prepare meat according to all 
opinions, and for this reason we soak all meat for half an hour before 
salting. We then drain off some of the water before salting so that the 
meat is moist but not dripping (Rama 69:1). If the meat is too wet, the 
salt will not do its job.

How thick must I salt the meat?
The Gemara states that one must salt the meat well, just as it mentions 
that one must wash it well. What does this mean that I must salt it 
well?

Some authorities require that the meat be covered with salt, whereas 
others rule that it is satisfactory to salt it sufficiently that one would 
not be able to eat the meat without rinsing it off.

The Rishonim debate whether salting meat well means that it must be 
salted on all sides, or whether it is sufficient to salt the meat on one 
side. There are actually three different opinions on the matter:

(1) The meat needs to be salted on only one side, and this 
satisfactorily removes the blood (Tur's interpretation of Rashba).
(2) One should preferably salt the meat on both sides, but if one 
failed to do so, the meat is kosher (Beis Yosef's interpretation of 
Rashba).

(3) If the meat is not salted on opposite sides, one will not 
remove all the blood and the meat is prohibited for consumption 
(Rama).

The Shulchan Aruch concludes that one should preferably salt the 
meat on both sides, but if one failed to do so, the meat is kosher. 
However, the Rama rules that under normal circumstances one should 
consider the meat non-kosher. Under extenuating circumstances, or in 
case of great loss, the meat is kosher (Taz).

Stacking the Meat
According to all opinions, if one stacks two pieces of meat, one atop 
another, and salts only one of the pieces, the blood was not removed 
from unsalted piece. Even if one contends that salting meat on one 
side of a piece will draw out all the blood in that piece, it does not 
draw out the blood from a different piece that the salted piece is lying 
on.

Similarly, if one is koshering two organs, such as the heart and the 
lung, salting one piece does not draw the blood out of the other piece. 
This is true even if the two organs are still connected together (see Pri 
Megadim, Mishbetzos Zahav end of 15).

Salting a bird only on the outside is similar to salting a piece of meat 
on only one side, because there is an open cavity in the middle. For 
this reason, one is required to salt a bird on the inside of the open 
cavity also and cannot simply salt the outside of the bird.

Splitting a Bird
At this point, we have enough information to address our opening 
question:

"When I shopped in Israel, I noticed that all the chickens were split 
open. I like to roast my chicken whole and stuff the inside, but you 
can't do this once the chicken is split open. When I asked the butcher 
for an explanation, he told me that all the mehadrin hechsherim split 
the chicken open before koshering. What does a split chicken have 
anything to do with kashrus?"

How does one kasher a chicken or any other bird? If one salts the 
outside of the chicken, one has salted the bird on only one side, since 
the inside cavity was not salted. The Shulchan Aruch answers that one 
places salt on the inside cavity of the chicken.

The Pri Megadim records a dispute among earlier authorities whether 
one is required to cut through the breast bone of a bird before 
koshering it. The Shulchan Aruch rules that one is not required to cut 
through the breast bone of a bird before koshering it, but can rely on 
placing salt inside the cavity. The Beis Hillel adds that cutting through 
the breast bone of the bird to make the cavity most accessible is not 
even considered a chumrah that one should try to observe. However, 
the Beis Lechem Yehudah rules that one is required to cut through the 
breast bone before koshering. His reasoning is that one who does not 
cut through the bone must rely on pushing salt into the cavity and that 
people tend to not push the salt sufficiently deep into the cavity. The 
Pri Megadim agrees with the Beis Lechem Yehudah, and mentions 
that he required his family members to cut through the breast bone to 
open the cavity before salting poultry, because it is impossible to salt 
properly all the places in the internal cavity without splitting the 
chicken open. (Although the Pri Megadim uses the term "split in half," 

I presume that he means to open the chicken's cavity. There seems no 
reason to require one to cut the entire chicken into two pieces.) 
Furthermore, several of the internal organs – including the lungs, 
kidneys, and spleen -- are often not salted properly when salting 
without splitting open the cavity. It is for this reason that mehadrin 
shechitos in Eretz Yisrael all cut through the bone before salting the 
chickens, although one can note from the Pri Megadim's own 
comments that this was not standard practice. 

Most hechsherim in the United States follow the ruling of the 
Shulchan Aruch and Beis Hillel and do not insist on splitting the 
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chicken open before salting it. One hechsher I know requires that the 
kidneys be removed and discarded before sale because of the concern 
raised by the Pri Megadim that they cannot be salted properly without 
opening the chicken. (In our large scale manufacturing today, the 
lungs, heart and spleen are always removed anyway, and usually not 
sold for food.)

By the way, we can also understand some of the reasons why someone 
would take on a personal chumrah to eat meat or chicken only if it 
was koshered at home. Among the reasons that he would be makpid is 
better control of the koshering, guaranteeing that the chickens are split 
before they are salted, and making certain that the chickens are placed 
with their cavities down.

Conclusion
At this point, I would like to return to our opening explanation, when I 
mentioned the mitzvah of salting korbanos that are burnt on the 
mizbeiach. As I alluded to above, although both items are salted in a 
similar manner, the purpose is very different. The salting of our meat 
is to remove the blood, this blood and salt is then washed away, 
whereas the salted offerings are burnt completely with their salt. 
Several commentaries note that salt represents that which exists 
forever, and can therefore represent the mitzvos of the Torah, which 
are never changed. In addition, the salt used for the korbanos must be 
purchased from public funds, from the machatzis hashekel collection, 
demonstrating that this responsibility to observe the mitzvos forever is 
communal and collective (Rav Hirsch).

Perceptions 
Not SO Innocent – Rabbi Pinchas Winston

I do not recall, at least in my lifetime, the United States of America 
being so divided. Though people tell me that it is President Trump’s 
fault, the truth is that it goes back to the Obama Presidency. It was just 
that unlike the Left today, the Right then was more civil and restrained 
in its objection to President Obama’s policies.

If anything, Trump just caused the division to become more 
pronounced, and faster. In fact, he is in response to it, and he wouldn’t 
have even been elected had the division not already existed. The 
political schism put him into office.

The question is, is there are a right and wrong here, or just a right and 
a left? People who believe in relative morality and not in God would 
argue against the latter. God-believers would say just the opposite, 
that the side that advocates the highest level of Divine morality would 
have God’s vote.

Another question would be, assuming that there is a wrong, how 
responsible are all the members of the respective parties guilty 
because of it? Surely each party has its extremists AND mildly 
involved contingents. Will God take only the extremists to task, and 
overlook the “sins” of  the more innocent?

One might have thought so, until this week’s parsha. Embedded in the 
argument between Korach and his followers and Moshe Rabbeinu is 
one of the scariest and most important lessons of life, as Rashi quotes:
So they withdrew from around the dwelling of Korach, Dasan, and 
Aviram. Dasan and Aviram went out standing upright at the entrance 
of their tents together with their wives, their children, and their 
infants. (Bamidbar 16:27)

Come and see the severity of dispute. The earthly courts do not punish 
until [an accused] has two [pubic] hairs, and the Heavenly court does 
not punish until one reaches the age of 20. Here even nursing babies 
were punished. (Rashi)

The fact that the wives of Korach and his followers were included in 
their punishments is not surprising. As the Talmud points out, it is the 
role of the wife to at least try and encourage her husband to do the 

right thing, or to dissuade him from doing the wrong thing. If she 
doesn’t try, then she is guilty by association.

But the children, and especially the babies? What culpability could 
they possible share with their parents, who have become part of a 
machlokes—a disagreement? Why should their innocence be ignored 
and they be treated as guilty just by association with the perpetrators? 
Rashi, quoting the Midrash, points out that machlokes is powerfully 
incriminating, but he doesn’t say why.

Even Korach’s sons, who actually do teshuvah before God lowers the 
boom, are included in the punishment, albeit to a lesser extent. 
Usually sincere teshuvah is enough to spare a person punishment if 
done on time, but that was not the case here. It shows once again the 
negative power of machlokes.

Of course, not all machlokes is bad. The rabbis in Pirkei Avos make 
this distinction quite clearly:

Any dispute which is for the sake of Heaven will ultimately endure, 
and one which is not for the sake of Heaven will not ultimately 
endure. What is a dispute for the sake of Heaven? This is a debate 
between Hillel and Shammai. What is a dispute not for the sake of 
Heaven? This is the dispute of Korach and his assembly. (Pirkei Avos 
5:20)

This is clear from the Talmud which is FILLED with disagreements. 
All of them however are for the sake of Heaven, that is, in order to 
establish the law as God commanded it. No one is arguing for their 
own sake or for personal benefit.

The only problem with this explanation is that the sons of Korach, and 
certainly the younger children and babies, did not argue for personal 
benefit. Nevertheless, they went down with their families which 
apparently, had argued for personal gain. The question remains.

Perhaps the answer has to do with a different halachah. The law is that 
once every last Amaleki is killed, all of their property must be 
destroyed as well. There is no such thing as booty from an existential 
war against Amalek, and the question is, why not?

The answer given is that no reminder of Amalek’s existence can exist 
after he is completely gone. If victory over Amalek is only partial, 
then the survivors themselves are the reminder of Amalek. If there are 
no survivors, then we don’t want someone to be able to say, “That belt 
belonged to an Amaleki,” or “That was an Amaleki cow.”

Perhaps the same answer can be used here. Machlokes NOT FOR 
THE SAKE OF HEAVEN, which is easy to be a part of if you don’t 
know what Heaven wants, is EVIL. It’s not just bad from God’s point 
of view, but REALLY bad. It reverses the good of Creation to such an 
extent that it must, like Amalek himself, be completely obliterated.

This means that every last trace of such machlokes must be removed 
from future history. You can’t change the Past, but you can protect the 
future. This means removing all reminders of evil, even the 
“innocent” ones, including the children who were not yet old enough 
to choose sides.

Like it or hate it, it is an important message to keep in mind when 
choosing sides in any argument. Your intentions may be pure, but you 
must come to the same conclusion, BASED UPON TORAH, about 
the main proponents of your side. Your innocence will NOT be 
enough to protect you if theirs is lacking.     
 

A Lesson in Conflict Resolution
(Korach 5777) Rabbi Jonathan Sacks

The Korach rebellion was the single most dangerous challenge to 
Moses’ leadership during the forty years that he led the people 
through the wilderness. The precise outline of events is difficult to 
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follow, probably because the events themselves were tumultuous and 
disorderly. The narrative makes it clear, however, that the rebels came 
from different groups, each of whom had different reasons for 
resentment:

Now Korach, son of Izhar, son of Kohath, son of Levi betook himself, 
along with Dathan and Abiram sons of Eliab, and On son of Peleth – 
descendants of Reuben – to rise up against Moses, together with two 
hundred and fifty Israelites, chieftains of the community, chosen in 
the assembly, men of repute. They combined against Moses and 
Aaron and said to them, “You have gone too far! For all the 
community are holy, all of them, and the Lord is in their midst. Why 
then do you raise yourself above the Lord’s congregation?” (Num. 
16:1-3)

Disentangling the various factions, Rashi suggests that Korach, prime 
mover of the uprising, was aggrieved that Moses had appointed Aaron 
as High Priest. Moses was the child of Amram, Kohath’s eldest son. 
Korach was the firstborn of Kohath’s second son, Yizhar, and felt that 
he should have been made High Priest. The fact that Moses had 
appointed his own brother to the role struck Korach as unacceptable 
favouritism.

The Reubenites, suggests Ibn Ezra, felt that as descendants of Jacob’s 
firstborn, they were entitled to leadership positions. Ibn Ezra adds that 
the final straw may have been Moses’ appointment of Joshua as his 
successor. Joshua came from the tribe of Ephraim, the son of Joseph. 
This may have revived memories of the old conflict between the 
children of Leah (of whom Reuben was the firstborn) and those of 
Rachel, whose first child was Joseph.

The 250 other rebels, Ibn Ezra conjectures, were firstborns, still 
unreconciled to the fact that after the sin of the golden calf, the role of 
special service to God passed from the firstborn to the tribe of Levi.

Each faction had grounds for feeling that they had been passed over in 
the allocation of leadership positions. The irony of their challenge is 
unmistakable. They pose as democrats, egalitarians: “All the 
community are holy, all of them . . . Why then do you raise yourself 
above the Lord’s congregation?” What they say is that everyone 
should be a leader. What they mean is: I should be a leader.

As for the timing of the revolt, Ramban is surely right in dating it to 
the period immediately following the debacle of the spies, and the 
ensuing decree that the people would not enter the land until the next 
generation. As long as the Israelites, despite their complaints, felt that 
they were moving toward their destination, Korach and the other 
malcontents had no realistic chance of rousing the people in revolt. 
Once they realised that they would not live to cross the Jordan, 
Korach knew that rebellion was possible. The people were 
disillusioned, and they had nothing to lose.

Thus far, the story of Korach is intensely realistic. A leader is able to 
mobilise a people by articulating a vision. But the journey from the 
real to the ideal, from starting point to destination, is fraught with 
setbacks and disappointments. That is when leaders are in danger of 
being deposed or assassinated. Korach is the eternal symbol of a 
perennial type: the coldly calculating man of ambition who foments 
discontent against a leader, accusing him of being a self-seeking 
tyrant. He opposes him in the name of freedom, but what he really 
wants is to become a tyrant himself.

What is exceptionally unusual is how the story ends. Moses had 
initially proposed a simple test. The rebels, and Aaron, were to 
prepare incense the next day. God would then signal whose offering 
He chose. Before this could happen, however, Moses found himself 
unbearably provoked by the contemptuous attitude of Dathan and 
Abiram. Sensing that the situation might be getting out of control, he 
sought an immediate and dramatic resolution:

Moses said, “By this you shall know that it was the Lord who sent me 
to do all these things; that they are not of my own devising: if these 

men die as all men do, if their lot be the common fate of all mankind, 
it was not the Lord who sent me. But if the Lord brings about 
something unheard of, so that the ground opens its mouth and 
swallows them up with all that belongs to them, and they go down 
alive into Sheol, you shall know that these men have spurned the 
Lord.” (Num. 16:28-30)

No sooner had he finished speaking, than the ground opened up and 
swallowed the rebels. The miracle Moses had counted on, happened. 
By any narrative convention we would expect that this would end the 
rebellion and vindicate Moses. Heaven had answered his call in the 
most dramatic way. He had been proved right. End of revolt. End of 
story.

This is precisely what does not happen – a powerful example of what 
makes the Torah so challenging, its message so unexpected. Instead of 
quelling the revolt, we read the following:

The next day, the whole Israelites community grumbled against 
Moses and Aaron. “You have killed the Lord’s people,” they said.

This time, it is God himself who intervenes. He tells Moses to take 
twelve staffs, one for each tribe, and deposit them overnight in the 
Tent of Meeting. The next morning, the staff bearing the name of 
Aaron and the tribe of Levi had sprouted, budded, blossomed and 
borne almonds. Only then did the rebellion end.

This is an astonishing denouement – and what it tells us is profound. 
The use of force never ends a conflict. It merely adds grievance to 
injury. Even the miracle of the ground opening up and swallowing his 
opponents did not secure for Moses the vindication he sought.

What ended the conflict was something else altogether: the visible 
symbol that Aaron was the chosen vehicle of the God of life. The 
gentle miracle of the dead wood that came to life again, flowering and 
bearing fruit, anticipates the famous words of the book of Proverbs 
about the Torah:

It is a tree of life to those who embrace her;
Those who lay hold of her will be blessed. (Proverbs 3:18)
Moses and Aaron stood accused of failing in their mission. They had 
brought the people out of Egypt to bring them to the land of Israel. 
After the debacle of the spies, that hope had died. The stick that came 
to life again (like Ezekiel’s vision of the valley of dry bones) 
symbolised that hope was not dead, merely deferred. The next 
generation would live and reach the destination. God is a God of life. 
What He touches does not die.

The episode of Korach teaches us that there are two ways of resolving 
conflict: by force and by persuasion. The first negates your opponent. 
The second enlists your opponent, taking his / her challenge seriously 
and addressing it. Force never ends conflict – not even in the case of 
Moses, not even when the force is miraculous. There never was a 
more decisive intervention than the miracle that swallowed up Korach 
and his fellow rebels. Yet it did not end the conflict. It deepened it. 
After it had taken place, the whole Israelite community – the ones that 
had not been part of the rebellion – complained, “You have killed the 
Lord’s people.” What ended it was the quiet, gentle miracle that 
showed that Aaron was the true emissary of the God of life. Not by 
accident is the verse that calls Torah a “tree of life” preceded by these 
words:

Its ways are ways of pleasantness,
And all its paths are peace. (Prov. 3:17)
That is conflict resolution in Judaism – not by force, but by 
pleasantness and peace.
Shabbat Shalom

Rav Aviner
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Ever since PM Benjamin Netanyahu publicized the existence of the 
first female Charedi pilot last week, I have seen much discussion 
online about whether or not she should really be considered Charedi, 
and if there is a problem with Yichud in the pilots cabin when flying a 
plane.  People just don't take well to anybody who does things a little 
differently than the average.  Anyways, someone asked Rav Aviner 
about it, and because the topic is interesting, I'll share it here.  
According to what is reported on Srugim, Rav Aviner responded to 
the query by saying that a similar question was asked about a private 
plane that was being rented to take a female passenger somewhere. 
Rav Asher Weiss said there is no Yichud because they will not come 
to any "hanky panky" as the pilot has to focus on flying the plane and 
if he gets drawn away from that the plane will surely crash.  Rav 
Aviner says that in a large plane, even more so it is not a problem. In a 
large plane there are stewards and stewardesses going into the cabin. 
And even with auto-pilot, the pilot still has to be alert and focused and 
ready to take over the controls at any moment.  
Rav Aviner concludes with an anecdote of how he once answered a 
similar question on a halachic program for the army. He was asked 
about a pilot with a religious female navigator being Yichud. He says 
he answered then that it is not Yichud (though he says there were 
other problems, though he does not specify). After the fact he was 
called by a reporter asking how he can answer army questions as a 
civilian. He responded that he is discussing theoretical questions, not 
practical, so it is ok, though he says after that he stopped answering 
army-related question and directs them to the IDF Rabbinate

Ohr Somayach  ::  Torah Weekly  ::  Parshat  Korach 
by Rabbi Yehuda Spitz
For the week ending 24 June 2017 / 30 Sivan 5777
Insights
 
The Pot Calling the Kettle Black
Korach said: It is too much from you! For the entire assembly – all of 
them – are holy, and G-d is among them; why do you exalt yourselves 
over the congregation of Gd? Moshe heard and he fell on his face… 
(16:4)
The Talmud deduces that Moshe fell on his face because Korach was 
accusing him of adultery. (Sanhedrin 109)
It’s difficult to see how Moshe recognized from Korach’s words the 
slur of immorality.
The halacha states (Choshen Mishpat 500) that if in the midst of an 
argument one says to the other, “I am not evil!”, what he is really 
saying is: “I’m not evil — but you are!”
When Korach said, “For the entire assembly – all of them – are 
holy…” he meant “we are all holy but you are the antithesis of 
holiness — you are depraved!”
Source: Mishkanot Yaakov HaSefaradi
© 1995-2017 Ohr Somayach International 

OU Torah 
Better They Learn from Me…
Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb 

Conflict resolution is one of the most important tasks in human 
relations at every level. Open up any newspaper, and you will read of 
schoolchildren bullying each other, of married couples who are in 
bitter conflict, of political parties enmeshed in verbal warfare, and of 
nations literally at war. What are some of the strategies available to 
foster conflict resolution?
One of the most interesting strategies can be found in an ancient 
endeavor known by the generic term of martial arts. I once watched a 
brief film on the subject in which I observed a fascinating technique. 
The participant in the battle was instructed not to fight his opponent 
head on, not to counter aggression with aggression. Rather, he was 
instructed to yield to the attack, to move paradoxically backwards as if 
to surrender, and not to move forward in the attack mode. In a sense, 
he was directed to surprise his opponent by reacting unpredictably. 
This strategy can be applied to many situations in life in which there is 
strife and discord.

In this week’s Torah portion, Parshat Korach, we read of such discord. 
We study the story of the rebellion led by Korach and his cohorts 
against Moses. Among this band are Dathan and Abiram, the sons of 
Eliav, who have long been thorns in Moses’ side. They challenge his 
authority and threaten outright revolt against his leadership. A civil 
war looms.
Interestingly, Moses’ initial response is not one of anger. He tries 
verbal persuasion, he calls for Divine intervention, and only then does 
he eventually indignantly express his anger. But before he reaches that 
point, he tries something which goes almost unnoticed by most 
commentators.
He sends for them. He adopts a conciliatory attitude, and invites them 
into dialogue. “And Moses sent to call Dathan and Abiram…” 
(Numbers 16:12)
Moses does not “come out fighting,” at least not until his invitation to 
discussion and perhaps even compromise is rebuffed. “…And they 
said, ‘We will not come up…Do you need to make yourself a prince 
over us?…Will you put out the eyes of these men? We will not come 
up!'”
Only after his attempt at conflict resolution does Moses become angry 
and does he appeal for Divine intervention. But first he signals his 
readiness to talk things over.
I have been reading a biography of a great Hasidic leader in early 20th 
century Poland. His name was Rabbi Israel Danziger, known today by 
the title of his book of inspirational homilies, Yismach Yisrael. He 
was the heir to the leadership of the second largest Hasidic sect in pre-
World War II Europe. That sect was known by the name of the town 
near Lodz where he and his father before him held court. His father’s 
name was Rabbi Yechiel Danziger, and the name of the town was 
Alexandrow.
The biography contains documentation of several talks Rabbi Israel 
gave describing many of the lessons he learned from his sainted 
father. In one of those talks, he tells of the time that he was sent along 
with several of his father’s emissaries to visit the court of another 
Hasidic Rebbe. He describes how that Rebbe’s personal secretary 
made the delegation wait their turn on a long line. He describes how 
when they finally got into the Rebbe’s reception room, they were 
treated perfunctorily, if not coldly. And the request that they were 
instructed to make of this Rebbe was callously rejected by him. They 
returned to Alexandrow feeling chastised. Rabbi Israel, who led the 
delegation, reported back to his father and relayed to him every detail 
of his disappointing experience.
About a year later, the other Hasidic Rebbe needed a great favor of 
Rabbi Yechiel. He sent a delegation to Alexandrow, headed by his 
own son. The delegation arrived, and much to Rabbi Israel’s surprise, 
his father issued orders that they be welcomed warmly and be shown 
gracious hospitality. Rabbi Yechiel further instructed that the 
delegation be given an appointment during “prime time” and not be 
asked to wait on line at all. Rabbi Yechiel himself waited at his door 
for them, ushered them in to his private chambers, seated them 
comfortably, and personally served them refreshments. He listened to 
their request for a favor of him and granted it generously.
Then, as Jewish tradition prescribes, he bid them farewell only after 
first escorting them part of the way along the route of their return 
journey.
In his narrative, as recorded in this fascinating biography, Rabbi Israel 
expresses amazement at his father’s conduct. He describes how he 
approached his father and asked him directly, “Why did you treat 
them so well? Did you not recall how that Rebbe and his followers 
treated us not so long ago? Did you have to give them such an 
effusive welcome after they embarrassed us so much?”
I found Rabbi Yechiel’s response, in Yiddish of course, so impressive 
that I committed it to memory verbatim. He said, “Better that they 
learn from me how to be gute yidden and menschen, than I learn from 
them how to be boors and brutes!”
The biography does not tell the rest of the story. But when I related 
the story to an audience of chassidim a short while ago, I found out 
about part of the rest of the story. An elderly man in the audience 
approached me and said, “I am a descendant of that other Rebbe. And 
our family tradition has it that when his delegation returned with news 
of their special treatment and of the granted favor, the Rebbe burst 
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into tears and cried, ‘He is a better Jew than I am. We must learn a 
mussar haskel (a lesson in ethics) from him.'”
This is a lesson we can all benefit from as we attempt to resolve the 
conflicts we face, and as we strive to increase the numbers of gute 
yidden in our ranks and create more menschen in the world.
© 2017 Orthodox Union 

The Times of Israel  
The Blogs   ::   Ben-Tzion Spitz  
Korach: the authority of servitude
Wednesday, June 21, 2017 Sivan 27, 5777 

The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to 
say thank you. In between, the leader is a servant – Max De Pree
 
Some of the high and mighty of Israel contest the authority of Moses. 
Moses’ reaction is unusual. He falls on his face. He doesn’t debate 
with Korach and his followers. He doesn’t remind them that God 
chose him. He doesn’t mention that he consistently refused the job 
and repeatedly asked God to choose someone else. Moses, the 
unquestionable choice of God to lead the people of Israel, doesn’t do 
any of what we might expect him to do to buttress his position and 
exert his divinely-ordained authority. 
Rabbi Hirsch on Numbers 16:4 explains the rationale for Moses’ 
submissive response of falling on his face, as opposed to the myriad of 
stronger responses he could have faced this rebellion with.
Korach and his followers weren’t being rationale. They had an 
agenda, with little connection to the reality or history of their 
miraculous exodus from Egypt and the direct divine revelations they 
encountered in the dessert. Moses understood that it would be folly to 
debate these people. Furthermore, since God had appointed Moses, it 
was God’s job to reaffirm His decision that Moses was his choice. The 
discussion was out of Moses’ hands.
Rabbi Hirsch explains further:
“The veracity of a messenger can be confirmed only by the one who 
sent him; so, too, the authenticity of Moses’ mission can be confirmed 
only by God Himself. For this reason Moses does not utter a word to 
counter Korach’s accusations. If God would not consider it proper to 
refute Korach’s words by reconfirming the authenticity of Moses’s 
mission, then his mission was indeed at an end, and so “he fell on his 
face.”
However, we know that God did indeed intervene in a most dramatic 
way which cost Korach and the rebels their lives. The authority of 
Moses and Aaron is clearly demonstrated by God, to the eventual 
satisfaction of the nation of Israel. God retained the men that 
demonstrated true service and violently and destructively removed the 
self-serving demagogues.
May our varied leaders understand the meaning of service.
Shabbat Shalom
Dedication - To the authoritative team at Farsight, for their incredible example 
of service.
© 2017 The Times of Israel, All rights reserved.

  
The Jerusalem Post 
Who will get the priesthood? 
Rabbi Shmuel Rabinowitz 

Parashat Korah tells a sad story. A group of people led by Korah, one 
of Moses’s family members, challenged Moses’s leadership. It was a 
popular yet organized uprising that opposed the leader’s authority. 
The central complaint the rebels had about Moses was about his 
brother Aaron’s kehuna (priesthood).
Aaron, Moses’s older brother, was appointed as a kohen in the 
Mishkan – the temporary sanctuary that accompanied Am Yisrael 
until the establishment of the Temple in Jerusalem. It was not only 
Aaron who was given the kehuna for all time, but his sons as well. 
During the thousands of years since the Temple was destroyed, there 
are still several mitzvot and customs that express our treatment of the 
kohanim, Aaron’s descendants: “Birkat Kohanim,” the priestly 
blessing in the synagogue; the first aliya to the Torah that is kept for 
the kohanim, and more.

The uprising against Moses focused on the unfairness of his brother 
Aaron’s priesthood. Why should the priesthood be handed to Moses’s 
brother? Why shouldn’t kohanim be chosen from among all the tribes 
in the nation? 
In our modern culture, where we strive for things to be equal, it is 
easy to identify with the claims of Korah and his followers. But we 
must keep in mind that Moses did not appoint Aaron to the kehuna on 
his own. Proof of this is that Moses’s own sons were not appointed to 
any position of power or authority.
Aaron’s appointment to the kehuna was the implementation of a direct 
instruction from God. Furthermore, we see from several other chapters 
in the Bible that Aaron was a leader of the nation already back in 
Egypt, even before Moses came to liberate the nation. It was natural 
that a position such as the kehuna would go to Aaron, irrespective of 
his brother’s leadership role.
The story of the uprising did not end well. The rebels were punished 
by God in a manifest miracle: the Earth opened up and some of them 
sank into it. A different segment of the rebels burned in a fire that 
came out of the Mishkan. A third group that blamed Moses and Aaron 
for the deaths of Korah and his followers died in a plague. A very 
discouraging conclusion to the uprising.
But after we recover from the story, we will see that we are still left 
with the question the rebels posed: Why indeed did Aaron get the 
kehuna? Does the Torah provide an answer for this?
Toward the end of the story, as we read about the plague spreading 
through the camp as a punishment for the uprising, we read about 
Moses instructing Aaron to stop the plague:
“Moses said to Aaron, ‘Take the censer and put fire from the altar top 
into it and put incense. Then take it quickly to the congregation and 
atone for them...’ 
“Aaron took [it], just as Moses had said, and he ran into the midst of 
the assembly… He stood between the dead and the living, and the 
plague ceased” (Numbers 17:11-13).
Here we see Aaron behaving nobly as he takes on a central role in 
saving those who wanted him removed from the kehuna. Aaron stands 
at the center of the camp and stops the plague that threatened to keep 
spreading through the nation.
The sages of the midrash enlighten us by pointing out that Aaron’s act 
does not end there. They tell us about a dialogue between Moses and 
Aaron during those moments when the plague began to spread.
“Moses said to Aaron, ‘Take the censer and put fire from the altar top 
into it.’
“Aaron said to him, “My respected Moses, do you wish to kill me? 
My sons burned because they sacrificed before the Blessed be He a 
simple sacrifice, and you tell me ‘take the censer’? My sons brought a 
strange fire into the Mishkan and were burned, and I will take a sacred 
fire out and I will die or be burned?” 
“Moses said to him, ‘Go and do it quickly because while you are 
talking to me they are dying!’ “When Aaron heard this he said, ‘Even 
if I die for Israel, it is worth it!” Immediately, Aaron took…” (Yalkut 
Shimoni on Parashat Tzav)
Aaron is revealed to us here as a bereaved father who lost his sons in a 
traumatic incident. On the day the Mishkan was established, his two 
older sons – Nadab and Abihu – entered the Mishkan and sacrificed 
incense that God had not commanded them to burn, and they died 
immediately.

Aaron hears Moses’s instructions and understands that his fate will be 
similar. He will burn incense that God did not instruct him to burn and 
will die immediately. Due to this fear, he refuses to fulfill the 
instruction, but Moses urges him on angrily – While you are arguing 
with me, they are dying! 
Moses did not correct him. He did not tell him that the incense he is 
about to burn is not going to lead to his death. He clarifies the 
situation: The plague is spreading and people are dying!
Aaron made a decision. He thought he was committing an irreversible 
suicidal act, but he was willing to sacrifice his own life to save the 
lives of so many others. He ran into crowd, into the plague, and – to 
his thinking – to his certain death. With this heroism, Aaron proved 
that he is worthy of being a kohen; worthy of serving God and the 
nation in the Temple.
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The sages of the Mishna refer to Aaron as someone who “loves the 
people.” Only someone like this who is willing to give his life for 
another can be appointed to the kehuna. 
The writer is the rabbi of the Western Wall and Holy Sites.
Copyright © 2016 Jpost Inc. 

ravkooktorah.org 
Rav Kook Torah
Korach: Holiness in the Midst of the Community

The Need For a Minyan
Judaism has an interesting concept called a minyan, a prayer quorum. 
Special prayers sanctifying God’s name (such as the kedushah and 
kaddish prayers) may only be said when ten men are present. An 
individual may pray in solitude, but without a minyan, certain parts of 
the liturgy must be omitted. 
The Talmud derives the requirement for a prayer quorum from God’s 
declaration, “I will be sanctified in the midst of the Israelites” (Lev. 
22:32). What exactly does the word ‘midst’ mean? 
We find the word ‘midst’ used again when God warned the people 
living nearby the dissenters in Korach’s rebellion: “Separate 
yourselves from the midst of this eidah (community)” (Num. 16:20). 
From here, the Sages learned that God is sanctified within an eidah. 
And what is the definition of eidah? The Torah refers to the ten spies 
who brought a negative report of the Land of Israel as an eidah ra’ah, 
an evil community (Num. 14:26). So we see that God is sanctified in a 
community of at least ten members. 
The requirement for a prayer quorum, and the way it is derived, raises 
two issues that need to be addressed: 
Prayer appears to be a private matter between the soul and its Maker. 
Why should we need a minyan of ten participants in order to pray the 
complete service? 
Why is the requirement for a minyan derived precisely from two 
classic examples of rebellion and infamy — the spies and Korach? 
Perfecting the Community
Holiness is based on our natural aspirations for spiritual growth and 
perfection. However, the desire to perfect ourselves — even 
spiritually — is not true holiness. Our goal should not be the 
fulfillment of our own personal needs, but rather to honor and sanctify 
our Maker. Genuine holiness is an altruistic striving for good for its 
own sake, not out of self-interest. 
The core of an elevated service of God is when we fulfill His will by 
helping and uplifting society. Therefore, the kedushah (sanctification) 
prayer may not be said in private. Without a community to benefit and 
elevate, the individual cannot truly attain higher levels of holiness. 
This special connection between the individual and society is signified 
by the number ten. Ten is the first number that is also a group, a 
collection of units forming a new unit. Therefore, the minimum 
number of members for a quorum is ten. 
Learning from Villains
Why do we learn this lesson from the wicked? It is precisely the 
punishment of the wicked that sheds light on the reward of the 
righteous. If the only result of evil was that the wicked corrupt 
themselves, it would be unnecessary for the law to be so severe with 
one who is only hurting himself. However, it is part of human nature 
that we influence others and are influenced by our surroundings. 
Unfortunately, evil people have a negative influence on the entire 
community, and it is for this reason that they are punished so severely. 
Understanding why the wicked are punished clarifies why the 
righteous are rewarded. Just as the former are punished principally 
due to their negative influence on the community, so too, the reward 
of the righteous is due primarily to their positive influence. Now it 
becomes clear that true holiness is in the context of the organic whole. 
And the kedushah prayer sanctifying God’s Name may only be recited 
in a minyan, with a representative community of ten members. 
(Gold from the Land of Israel, pp. 258-260. Adapted from Ein Eyah vol. I, p. 
104.) 
Copyright © 2006 by Chanan Morrison
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Dr. Joseph Frager 
Parshat Shlach: The spies have not left us 
 
Of all the failures of Man, the error of the Meraglim (Spies) ranks 
high on the list.

Unfortunately, the Spies have not left us and live on in many forms. 
Parshat Shlach offers many insights and lessons for modern Israel. 
The bottom line is very simple; strive to be like Caleb Ben Yephuneh 
and Yehoshua Bin Nun and our future is secure.

If our Leaders were like Caleb and Yehoshua then there would be no 
problems and it would not matter who was President of the United 
States or Secretary of State. Had all the Meraglim been aligned with 
Yehoshua and Caleb the Jews would have entered into Eretz Yisrael 
immediately and not wandered in the Desert for 39 years (the incident 
with the Spies took place on the 9th of Av in the second year since 
leaving Egypt-Taanit 29a). Unfortunately, the Spies caused the Nation 
to err. The Ramban delves deeply into the actual mistakes the Spies 
made.
Essentially, they had a job to do and did not do it. Parshat Shlach 
opens, "Hashem spoke to Moshe saying, "Send forth for yourself men 
and let them investigate the Land of Canaan that I give to the Children 
of Israel; one man each from his father's tribe shall you send every one 
a leader among them." The Ramban intimates that Moshe himself 
might have seen the Land of Canaan as Prince of Egypt since "Hebron 
is only a seven day journey from Egypt"( these are the Ramban's 
words in quotation marks). Moshe knew that the Land was a land 
"flowing with Milk and Honey".
The only reason he sent distinguished men from each tribe was, "to 
gladden the people about the Land for it is "a splendor of all Lands, 
and then they would ascend to it with great enthusiasm." Moshe was 
trying to delegate responsibility. He was interested at this point in 
Nation Building. Otherwise he could have led Bnei Yisrael into Eretz 
Yisrael himself as he had taken them out of Egypt.
The Ramban makes it clear that Moshe did not think the Spies would 
turn on him. He thought they would see exactly what he had seen 
when he visited the Land of Canaan and give a similar assessment. 
The Ramban further elucidates that the mission of the Spies was a 
military one as well.
Any Nation that was about to invade another had to gather intelligence 
in order to figure out the best way to achieve a quick and efficient 
victory. Should they invade via the South? Should they invade via the 
East? The answers the Spies gave were not constructive. They did not 
say for example that it would be best to invade via Jericho as 
Yehoshua did 39 years later. The Spies said, "Ephes" (everything 
pivots on this word-it is commonly translated as "however" but it 
means so much more-it has a very negative connotation), "the people 
that dwell in the Land are powerful, the cities are fortified and very 
large and we also saw the offspring of the Giant." They basically put 
the Kabash on an invasion. Rabbi Yissocher Frand on Parshat Shlach 
(Tape#685-June 3, 2010) brings down the Baal HaAkeida who said 
that the sin of the Spies was that they added editorial comment to their 
assessment. Their use of the word "Ephes" deviated from the facts.

They said in essence that all of this is for naught for the people of 
Canaan are too strong. I would go further and like the Ramban, the sin 
of the Spies was that not only did they editorialize but failed at 
making constructive statements. They did not offer a Plan A, a plan B 
or a Plan C. They failed to state what was obvious to Caleb and 
Yehoshua ,that invasion could be undertaken despite the fortifications. 
Rabbi Frand brings down the Shalo"h who rejects the notion that the 
sin of the Spies was their "editorial opinion". The Shalo"h says that 
Moshe Rabeinu indeed wanted not only a military opinion but wanted 
their opinion based upon Torah philosophy.
The appropriate report by the Spies would have sounded more like, 
"Yes, they are strong and yes they are mighty and maybe even by 
ways of nature we would not be successful against their armies, but 
we have the Master of the World on our side". Indeed, Caleb used this 
approach when contending with the Spies, "Caleb silenced the people 
toward Moshe and said, "We shall surely ascend and conquer it, for 
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we can subdue it". (13:30) Moshe had hoped all of those he sent 
would be unanimous in using Caleb's approach. After all, these were 
distinguished Men who had a proven track record of being on the right 
side of History. Modern Day Israel is testimony of how not to be like 
the Meraglim.
Modern Israel would not have not come into existence if one used the 
approach of the Spies. Every Israeli Leader knows well that Israel is 
dependent on miracles to survive. Ben Gurion said it best: "In Israel in 
order to be a realist you must believe in miracles". The movement to 
secure, to grow, and expand Judea and Samaria follows the precepts 
set out by both Caleb and Yehoshua.
Unfortunately, modern-day Israel has its share of Spies. They did not 
learn the lesson of the story of the Meraglim.
Thank G-d there are more like Caleb and Yehoshua today than 
Shammua Ben Zaccur or Shaphat Ben Hori and the rest of the Spies. 
The Peace Now Movement, J Street, the New Israel Fund, Jewish 
Voice for Peace, and the architects of the Oslo Accords are still 
around fomenting trouble. They are outnumbered today but they are 
causing many problems. They would do well to review Parshat Shlach 
and finally understand the Sin of the Spies. Our People would have an 
easier time meeting the challenges ahead if they did. Shabbat Shalom.
© Arutz Sheva, 7 חדשות ערוץ
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Words Really Matter
“To not open his mouth to the Satan.”
This means that one should not speak about events that he does not 
wish to transpire, such as disasters and catastrophes, since words have 
the power to cause these misfortunes to happen. This phrase is how 
the Rashbam explains an opinion in our sugya, and is codified in 
halacha by the Rema (Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh De’ah 376).
Here is how it applies to what we learn on our daf, and also how a 
person should follow this principle in everyday speech. This includes 
being careful to word certain statements in ways that require great 
care and sensitivity, instead of expressing the same ideas in ways that 
may seem to be acceptable and accepted as a “kosher” way to speak.
What is the context of this idea in our gemara, and what is an example 
of how this halacha should be moved to the forefront of one’s mind 
and tongue when expressing certain thoughts?
The gemara deals with a gift given by a “shchiv me’ra” — a person 
“on his deathbed” and is facing death. When a healthy person gives a 
gift, the gift belongs to the intended recipient immediately, and the 
giver cannot change his mind to rescind the giving and take the given 
item back. The law regarding a gift made by a “shchiv me’ra”, 
however, is quite different. His intent is that the gift should pass to the 
recipient when he passes from this world, but should he somehow 

recover from his life-threatening status to good health his intent is that 
the gift giving was not final and he may retract the giving and keep 
the item for himself.
A dilemma is posed by the gemara if a “shchiv me’ra” has a document 
written for giving a gift, which contains two opposing words: “In life 
and in death” (the text of the Rashbam is “In my life and in my 
death”, which appears to have the same meaning in our case). He 
apparently cannot mean both “life and death”, because “life” would 
make it an immediate gift that is irreversible, even if he heals, whereas 
“death” would mean that it takes place when he dies and is therefore 
reversible and he may keep it if his good health is restored. So how is 
this baffling phrase to be interpreted?
The great Torah Sages named Rav and Shmuel dispute its meaning. 
Rav says that the person means to give it only when he dies, and the 
giver may retract the giving as long as he is alive. Rav argues that this 
is because he wrote in the document for the gift “in death”, meaning 
that it is only a gift when he dies. So why did he also write “in life” 
asks Rav rhetorically? “As a sign of life” he explains. The Rashbam 
explains that since his true intent is to give it only when he dies, and 
he truly meant the words “in death”, he adds the words “in life” as a 
“siman tov” (“good sign”) — in order not to “open his mouth to the 
Satan” — although he does not really mean that the gift is given now 
when he is alive.
Shmuel rules in just the opposite manner and claims that the “shchiv 
me’ra” really meant to give it “in life” and he may not retract the 
giving. So why did he write “in death”? “In life and death” is a 
somewhat poetic way of saying that the gift is the recipient’s “from 
now and forever” (in the giver’s lifetime and also after his death).
One example of being careful not to “open one’s mouth to the Satan” 
is that one who has not seen a specific person for a long time and that 
person has also not returned his communications should not say: “So-
and-so must have died, since I haven’t heard from him for so long.” 
Opening one’s mouth with such “appalling” words as “He must have 
died” might be a negative factor regarding the other’s well-being, due 
to the tremendous power of human speech.
Another, less obvious, example that was pointed out to me in my 
youth that falls into the category of “not opening one’s mouth to the 
Satan” is the following type of sentence that a person might say when 
discussing even a theoretical situation. Reuven says to Shimon, “You 
know, the Torah says that if a person kills you unintentionally, then he 
can flee to an ir hamiklat (a “sanctuary city”), and live there in 
safety.” Or any variation where the speaker mentions a tragedy that 
happens to “you”. Instead he should say, “kills a person”, or whatever 
verb is appropriate to the case — but not speak to you and say “you”.
(By the way, who is this “Satan” that is mentioned by the Rashbam? 
Our Sages teach: “The Satan, the yetzer hara (the inclination in a 
person to act wrongly) and the angel of death are all one.” — Bava 
Batra 16a)
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